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Motivation/Background

We want to devote the maximum time to taking physics data rather than sieve slit data. 

We have to set most of our magnets to within 0.1% of ideal to maintain resolution and acceptance 
for precision experiments. (example plots from Mark J on right) Our engineers normally model the 
field integrals of the SC magnets to +- a few %, so modeling needs to be followed up with 
measurements to correct or tune their models. 

The SHMS momentum settings at https://www.jlab.org/Hall-C/upgrade/12gev_experiments.html
range from 1.3 to 10.6 GeV/c (ie, 12% to 96% of the design maximum of 11 GeV/c).

This is a huge dynamic range. 

If we set the magnets wrong, and don’t have appropriate sieve data and/or can’t easily model it, 
then a physics analysis can become very challenging. We can even lose physics data. 

Mark J’s plan is to do primary optics commissioning at 2.2 GeV/c, and check it 6.6 GeV/c. That’s a 
rather linear region for our magnets, so I’m optimistic: the remnant field offset is tiny relatively 
speaking, and the few magnets with significant iron are barely starting to saturate. 

Below and especially above that momentum range is where we need to be on our toes. 
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B Field Technical Stuff
We can in principle set the dipole by NMR. But in the quads, the high gradients broaden the resonance so much it 

won’t allow use of NMR. (Whoops! Steve L says we’ll probably be setting the dipole by current as well.) 

We will therefore set the quads by current (Iset is accurate to about 0.02%), supplemented by information from Hall 
probes.

Here’s what a fixed point Hall probe, located deep inside a quad, can and cannot do: 

i. the probes can establish reproducibility (the temps are stable enough that we routinely do 1E-5 over a few hours). 

ii. the probes can quantify linearity (by comparing pos and neg polarities, we believe we’re at the +-0.2% level)

iii. the probes cannot make accurate, absolute field measurements to compare to model because of the high gradient 
(we’d have to position the probes to better than 1 mm),

iv. the probes can cross-check the power supply Iset, at least until the probe or DCCT suffers rad damage. 
(The probes used in the HMS were fairly rad-hard, but it would be silly to trust those in the SHMS closest to the 
target for long. Holly and I will post Excel files of B vs Iset that archive the non-rad damaged responses.) 
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Basic Equations
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The central momentum of the spectrometer is proportional to integral of the field (or gradient),

P(I) = a IntBdl .

In a linear-no-offset approximation this is

Plin = aβ0LI

where B = β0I is the magnitude of the central magnetic field (or gradient), the intensive quantity β0 is the field 
parameter, and L is the effective length of the magnet.

It is sometimes useful to write the last equation as 

Plin =Ƥ0I

where the intensive quantity Ƥ0 = aβ0L , with units of GeV/c per amp, may be called the “tune parameter”. 



Golden Tune Determination
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During optics commissioning, at a given momentum, we can adjust the current I until we’re happy.  This determines 
the Golden tune parameter 

ƤG = PG/IG = (aβL)G

in the equation

Plin = ƤGI  .

Since the set current of the power supplies is accurate to 2E-4, this should allow us to accurately extrapolate to 
other momenta in the vicinity of 2.2 GeV/c where ƤG has been determined. 



Nonlinearities
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The linear-no-offset approximation does not take into account nonlinearities arising from: 

i. remnant magnetic fields, (ie, the field can be O(10)Gauss when I = 0)

This can be an O(1)% offset at 1 GeV/c.

ii. saturation, (ie, a reduction in the central field and effective length of iron-field magnets)

This can be a several % effect in the HB and Q1 at 11 GeV/c.   

These are small corrections, but we have to make them accurately. 

Note that our central Hall probe measurements are blind to changes in effective length (that would best be 
accomplished with integrating flip-coil measurements. That’s not going to happen). So we’ll have to dead-reckon 
changes in L from tuned versions of Steve Lassiter’s TOSCA models.  Fortunately, while these L corrections are important, 
they appear to be smaller than the corrections due to nonlinearities in the field. 



Correcting for Nonlinearities
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Allowing for nonlinear dependence of B on I, and the possibility of a current-dependent effective length, we can model the 
spectrometer momentum setting more generally as 

P(I) = a β(I) L(I) I

Taking the ratio of the above to Plin = ƤGI = (aβL)GI ,  with just a little bit of factorizing license we have, 

P(I)/Plin = [β(I)/βG] [L(I)/LG]

which we can rearrange to become one of our main results

P(I) = ƤG I [β(I)/βG] [L(I)/LG]

This is just the linear expression for the Golden Tune, modified by small nonlinear corrections: 

P(I) = ƤG I [1+HOT] [1+HOT]



Expression for the Tune Setting Program
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The tune program provides Iset when provided with Pgoal, so from the previous equation that will simply be

Iset = Pgoal /{ƤG [β(I1storder)/βG] [L(I1storder)/LG]}

where

I1storder = Pgoal/ƤG

The fact that β(I) and L(I) might be a 6th order polynominals in I1storder is potentially confusing, but I believe not an 
obstacle. Even with our goal of setting the magnets to +-0.1%, the predicted nonlinearities usually change slowly 
enough with current that the 1st order (or Golden) approximate current is good enough. 

In some regions, we’ll need to iterate to get a little more accuracy (eg, saturation in Q1 can grow more than 0.1% 
with a 1% change in current). Thus,  

Iset_1 = fnc(Pgoal, I1storder) 

Iset_2 = fnc(Pgoal, Iset_1) 

And Iset_2 should be good enough. I hope I can lean on Holly and Steve Lassiter to implement this. 



Summary
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• The goal is to be successfully carrying out precision physics measurements with the SHMS, over most of its momentum range, in
months rather than years. 

• We will leverage the fact that in the mid-90’s a handful of know-nothing, 30-somethings made a host of butt-headed mistakes during 
HMS-SOS commissioning … but now we’re wiser and have Mark Jones in the driver’s seat. 

• I have laid out the issues, while hopefully not confusingly leaving out too many hidden assumptions.

• The fuzzy thoughts in my head regarding nonlinearity corrections are now equations we can use in the tune program.

• It’s beyond the scope of this talk to summarize where we stand wrt determining the nonlinearity corrections. But Holly has the bit in 
her teeth, and has finished with Q2; she just needs the relevant Golden Tune parameter. The modelled Leff change for Q2 appears to be 
negligible. 

• My educated guess is that SHMS optics commissioning between 2.2 GeV/c and 6.6 GeV/c will be straightforward since this momentum 
range is quasi-linear. Outside that range, we need to be on our toes. (I haven’t discussed it here, but there are small wrong-pole terms 
that arise as the magnets saturate.) 

• By the time we’ve commissioned the SHMS, we’ll probably understand it better than the HMS, and have superior documentation as
well. So if we’re going to run the HMS for another 15 years, it’s going to need working Hall probes … 


